Circle the word that describes the word in bold in each sentence.

1. I can't **focus** on two things at the same time.
   - scatter
   - attention
   - separate
   - divide

2. Let's clean the **dirt** off the floor.
   - leaves
   - toys
   - carpet
   - dust

3. We sat in the **center** of the room.
   - middle
   - front
   - back
   - left

4. I forgot to put a postage **sticker** on the envelope.
   - paint
   - stamp
   - erase
   - hole

5. My brother is very **observant** and he notices everything around him.
   - indifferent
   - thoughtless
   - careless
   - watchful

6. Real **companionship** is more valuable than money.
   - friendship
   - discord
   - fairness
   - justice
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